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Thomas the train engine thinks that all the other engines are too busy to help him celebrate his birthday, but he is in for a surprise.
Thomas and his engine friends celebrate all the things they love in a brand-new board book! Thomas and his engine friends love pulling coaches, racing friends, and being Really Useful in this all-new Thomas & Friends board book with sturdy pages! Babies and toddlers 0 to 3 will love the exciting full-color illustrations! In the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small blue wooden train engine for his son, Christopher. The stories that this father, the Reverend W Awdry, made up to accompany the wonderful toy were
first published in 1945 and became the basis for the Railway Series, a collection of books about Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends--and the rest is history. Thomas & Friends(TM) are now a big extended family of engines and others on the Island of Sodor. They appear not only in books but also in television shows and movies, and as a wide variety of beautifully made toys. The adventures of Thomas and his friends, which are always, ultimately, about friendship, have delighted generations of train-loving boys and
girls for more than 70 years and will continue to do so for generations to come.
This Thomas & Friends Magnetic Play Book features nine magnets that stick right to the pages! Get ready for magnetic adventures with Thomas & Friends! This super-interactive book features nine magnets that stick right to the sturdy pages! Kids will have trainloads of fun creating their own scenes with Thomas, James, Percy, the Troublesome Trucks, and more! Plus the magnets come packaged in a reclosable case, keeping everything handy at home or on the go! In the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small blue
wooden train engine for his son, Christopher. The stories that this father, the Reverend W Awdry, made up to accompany the wonderful toy were first published in 1945 and became the basis for the Railway Series, a collection of books about Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends--and the rest is history. Thomas & Friends now make up a big extended family of engines and others on the Island of Sodor. They appear not only in books but also in television shows and movies and as a wide variety of beautifully made toys.
The adventures of Thomas and his friends, which are always, ultimately, about friendship, have delighted generations of train-loving boys and girls for more than 70 years and will continue to do so for generations to come.
A take-along Thomas & Friends bedtime tale. It s bedtime in Sodor, and Thomas is heading back home after a busy day! Follow along with sleepy Thomas by sliding the tabs and lifting the flaps as he says good night to all of his friends. With colorful illustrations, a glow-in-the-dark moon, and a CarryAlong® handle, you can carry your favorite engines with you wherever you go!
Fast Train, Slow Train (Thomas & Friends)
Learn with Thomas
Thomas' 123 Book
3-Step Discipline for Calm, Effective, and Happy Parenting
An all-new Thomas the Tank Engine storybook about Thomas and all his engine friends from around the world! Includes over 50 stickers! Based on the popular Nick Jr. series, train-loving boys and girls ages 3 to 7 will be thrilled to meet Thomas the Tank Engine and all his friends from around the world in this Pictureback, which features beautiful full-color illustrations and more than 50 bonus stickers! In the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small blue
wooden train engine for his son, Christopher. The stories that this father, the Reverend W Awdry, made up to accompany the wonderful toy were first published in 1945 and became the basis for the Railway Series, a collection of books about Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends--and the rest is history. Thomas & Friends(TM) are now a big extended family of engines and others on the Island of Sodor. They appear not only in books but also in television
shows and movies, and as a wide variety of beautifully made toys. The adventures of Thomas and his friends, which are always, ultimately, about friendship have delighted generations of train-loving boys and girls for more than 70 years and will continue to do so for generations to come.
Thomas the Tank Engine's friends Bash and Dash are fast, cheeky, and always getting into mischief! Thomas chases the twin engines all around the Island of Sodor, trying to keep them out of trouble. Train-obsessed boys and girls ages 4–6 will love this Step 1 leveled reader featuring their favorite Thomas & Friends characters.
Having an unfounded reputation as a bad guy, Diesel gets a chance to show himself in a positive light when Thomas gets stuck in the mud and needs assistance to be freed. Original.
Thomas sees a shooting star and goes out looking for it. On board pages.
Thomas' Opposites Book
My First Thomas: All Aboard Animals!
Thomas & Friends: Sleepytime Thomas
Thomas at the Steelworks/Friends to the Rescue (Thomas and Friends: Journey Beyond Sodor)
Meet all of the engines in this Thomas & Friends board book with a padded cover! Train-loving boys and girls ages 2 to 5 will love to discover fascinating facts about Thomas, Nia, Bertie, Harold, and all their favorite Thomas & Friends characters in this sturdy board book with padded cover. In the early 1940s, a loving father crafted a small blue wooden train engine for his son, Christopher. The stories that this father, the Reverend W Awdry, made up to accompany the wonderful toy were first published in 1945 and became the basis for the Railway Series, a
collection of books about Thomas the Tank Engine and his friends--and the rest is history. Thomas & Friends(TM) are now a big extended family of engines and others on the Island of Sodor. They appear not only in books but also in television shows and movies, and as a wide variety of beautifully made toys. The adventures of Thomas and his friends, which are always, ultimately, about friendship, have delighted generations of train-loving boys and girls for more than 70 years and will continue to do so for generations to come.
Count along with Thomas the Tank Engine as he chugs around the Island of Sodor. This companion to the perennial classic "Thomas' ABC Book" teaches numbers to train-obsessed little boys ages 3-7 as only Thomas & Friends can.
Based on an all-new movie adventure, this two-in-one storybook contains "Thomas at the Steelworks" and "Friends to the Rescue" along with more than 50 stickers. Full color. Consumable.
Learn lots of colors with Thomas and his friends.
Good Night, Thomas
I Love Engines! (Thomas & Friends)
Search and Rescue!
Happy Birthday, Thomas!
An alphabet book featuring Thomas the tank engine and his friends.
The engines of Sodor go about their daily work schedule, in a book that counts the items each engine is carrying, from one cow to twenty whistles.
Encourage your child to recognise numbers and learn to count with Thomas & Friends in this colourful board book.
Thomas the tank engine introduces his friends to young readers.
Not So Fast, Bash and Dash! (Thomas & Friends)
Thomas and Friends: 12 Board Books
Thomas and His Friends
Thomas & Friends Summer 2019 Movie 2-In-1 Pictureback (Thomas & Friends)

Collects two stories in which Thomas must first carry a heroic firefighter to an awards ceremony and then deliver a special load of blocks needed to finish the construction of a bridge.
Join Thomas and his friends on a counting adventure of Sodor's favourite trains in this first concepts board book!
"Thomas Helps Out" features a module with a voice introduction trigger, twelve sound triggers and five additional triggers that are used with a game that appears in the book.
Little ones will fall in love with Thomas & Friends in this fun introduction and early learning book! Thomas and his friends are on a mission to deliver the zoo animals to their new home! Puff along with your favorite Really Useful Engines while learning about colors, counting, and adorable animals. With chunky flaps and cutout shapes perfect for little fingers, this is sure to be a story time favorite!
Risky Rails!
Thomas' Color Book
Thomas' Magnetic Play Book
1-2-3 Magic Teen

Children will love learning the alphabet and counting from 1 to 10 with their favourite engine and all his Really Useful friends.
With two exciting Thomas & Friends stories, loads of full-color photographs, and more than 50 train stickers, this deluxe storybook offers boys ages 3 to 7 hours of fun and adventure. In Express Coming Through!, Thomas the Tank Engine is asked to pull a train that's way too heavy for him! What now? In Go, Go, Thomas!, Thomas tries to appear in every photo of a book about Sodor's railroad, causing all sorts of trouble. Uh-oh!
Count along with Thomas the Tank Engine as he chugs around the Island of Sodor. This companion to the perennial classic Thomas' ABC Book teaches numbers to train-obsessed little boys and girls ages 3-7 as only Thomas & Friends can.
"Dr. Phelan's strategies have seen a resurgence in the parenting world. Maybe that's why you feel like everywhere you go, you keep overhearing other moms say to their misbehaving children, 'That's one. That's two. That's three.' And then you watch in disbelief as their kid actually stops!" — PopSugar Moms Are you the parent of a strong-willed child? Is bedtime a nightly battle? Are you looking to discipline without stress? Since kids don't come with a manual, 1-2-3 Magic is the next best thing. Dr. Thomas Phelan has developed a quick, simple and scientifically proven way to parent that actually works! Using his
signature 1-2-3 counting method, Dr. Phelan helps parents to curb obnoxious behaviors like tantrums and meltdowns, whining and pouting, talking back, sibling rivalry and more in toddlers, preschoolers and middle schoolers. He guides parents through drama-free discipline methods that include handling time outs in public, the appropriate length of a time out, and what to do if your child resists the time out. Dr. Phelan also covers how to establish positive routines around bedtime, dinnertime, homework and getting up and out in the morning, and tips for strengthening your relationship with your kids. For decades,
millions of parents from all over the world have used the award-winning 1-2-3 Magic technique to raise happier families and put the fun back into parenting. 1-2-3 Magic is one of Healthline's Best Parenting Books of 2017, a 2016 Mom's Choice Award Winner, a 2016 National Parenting Product Award Winner and a 2016 Family Choice Award Winner.
Thomas' Mixed-Up Day - Thomas Puts the Brakes On
1-2-3 Magic
Thomas and Friends: The Adventure Begins (Thomas & Friends)
Communicate, Connect, and Guide Your Teen to Adulthood

How did Thomas the Tank Engine arrive on the Island of Sodor? How did he become the number 1 little blue engine? Train-loving boys ages 4 to 7 will delight in this original storybook--the first and only one that tells the whole story about their beloved friend Thomas and his very special world.
Learn to count to 10 with Thomas and his friends.
Thomas investigates what Luke, a small green engine, did in his past that causes him to hide at the quarry.
Thomas is taking the judge to the train show! He speeds up a hill, across a ridge, through a tunnel, and over a bridge. But as soon as Thomas starts to go fast—screech!—he has to slow down. A goat is in the way, the wind is pushing him back, the tunnel is very dark, and logs are on the track! As soon as Thomas gets past each delay, he gets to go fast—at last! But will they reach the show on time? Go, Thomas, go!
Count with Thomas 123
The Big Book of Engines (Thomas & Friends)
Thomas and the Naughty Diesel
Thomas Helps Out
Count along with Thomas the Tank Engine as he chugs around the Island of Sodor. This companion to the perennial classic Thomas' ABC Book teaches numbers to train-obsessed little boys and girls ages 3-7 as only Thomas & Friends can. From the Trade Paperback edition.
A storm has damaged the sign at the Sodor Search and Rescue Center, so Sir Topham Hatt sends Thomas to deliver a replacement, but when he hears that Spencer has had an accident, he decides to stop and help his friend first.
Designed to help parents to take charge of their home, offers tips on how to recognize six types of testing and manipulating behavior and how to constructively handle misbehavior at home and in public.
As Thomas travels around the Island of Sodor, he learns the concept of opposites, from near and far to big and small.
Thomas' 123 Book (Thomas & Friends)
Thomas & Friends 123
The Ghost Engine
Thomas' 123
All aboard for a spooky adventure! It's Halloween on Sodor, and Diesels are playing tricks on Steamies! But when a ghost appears in the Smelter's Yard, who will be the biggest scaredy engines?
It's the classic tale of the Tortoise and the Hare...set on the rails of Sodor!
Ride the Rails with Thomas the Train and his friends to explore concepts including being helpful, having fun, working hard, and more! These 12 sturdy board books with just-my-size pages are perfect for little hands, leading the way to a lifelong love of reading. Books are housed in a convenient carry case with a handle, for fun and fashion on the go!
Help your teens grow into the very best versions of themselves! From rule-breaking and risk-taking to defensive communication and disrespect, parenting a teenager can feel like modern warfare--but it doesn't have to be that way. In 1-2-3 Magic Teen, internationally renowned parenting expert Thomas W. Phelan explains how to better understand your teenager, which problems are not worth fighting over, and why your child's behavior likely matches the
definition of a normal adolescent! With helpful, straightforward advice backed up by research and parent-tested strategies, 1-2-3 Magic Teen will help you establish a calmer, more respectful home and family life and show you how to guide your teenager into healthy, functional young adulthood. • Learn the Language: Communicate with open and engaging language, and listen to your teenager the right way. • Establish Expectations: Learn how to set limits
while still encouraging independent decision-making and helping your child develop their emotional intelligence. • Stay in Touch: Allow your teen to open up to you in more meaningful and inclusive ways through four simple connection building strategies.' • Take Care of Yourself: Take time to maintain your own emotional well-being to avoid allowing your own anxieties and stresses to influence your children You'll also find tools and advice tailored for
the challenges of a teen lifestyle, including: • Forgetting to do chores • Absence in family outings • Drop in grades • Missed curfews • Parties and drinking • Work responsibilities The author of the million-copy parenting bestseller 1-2-3 Magic applies his time-tested, trusted advice in this straightforward, encouraging guide that walks parents through the ups and downs of teen life, allowing them to help their kids gain confidence and push toward
independence.
Go Go Thomas!/Express Coming Through! (Thomas & Friends)
Thomas & Friends: Thomas’ 123 Book
Go, Train, Go! (Thomas & Friends)
Cranky Day and Other Thomas the Tank Engine Stories : And Other Thomas
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